
Comments on High Capacity Transit Project 

Written comments were submitted by me at both public meetings (Blaisdell and Kapolei). 
The purpose of this submission is to expand upon those comments as well as provide 
additional thoughts. The "bullets" in the following list pertain primarily to a rapid transit 
rail system and are covered in depth below. 

Three tracks, not two, are necessary to accommodate rush hour express 
service. 

Keep the system elevated on fixed guideways. 

Transit centers, rather than just stations, are needed at express stops. 

Limiting the scope and technology of the system will ensure its inability to 
attract commuters. 

Innovative costing methods are needed to avoid major subsidization of the rail 
system. 

Some form of transit and power authority should develop and operate the 
system. 

Number of Tracks: Contractor responses to questions during the public meetings never 
mentioned anything more than two tracks. Other comments indicated 20-22 stops 
between Kapolei and Manoa. Driving commuters will never be lured from their privately 
owned vehicles (POVs) if the transit system cannot provide express service for 
commuters beyond 5-6 miles of downtown Honolulu. Assuming Alternative 4D is 
implemented (which would be my choice of those offered—although I would prefer a 
"mixing and matching" of all alternatives to develop the best route), express service 
terminals are recommended for Kapolei, UH-West Oahu, Pearl City or Aiea, downtown 
Honolulu, UH-Manoa, and Waikiki. The third track will be eastbound in the morning, 
westbound in the evening. That express track does not necessarily have to follow the 
local stops routing (e.g., Kapolei to UH-West Oahu and downtown to UH-Manoa almost 
"as the crow flies"). 

Elevated Guideway: Plans for grade level track anywhere in the system should be 
dropped—even through downtown Honolulu. There should be no interference with 
vehicular traffic anywhere. One of the contractors even mentioned grade level on the 
Ewa Plain where there is no development; he apparently is not aware of how that area 
will be built up in coming years. Grade level track through downtown will slow the 
system and deter, for example, students and faculty movement between the two UH 
campuses. It also is highly unlikely that grade level track can be compatible with a 
monorail system—leaving the city with no option other than light rail unless there are 
"disconnects," further slowing commuting times. 
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Transit Centers: Four transit centers are suggested for the initial rail system, at Kapolei, 
UH-West Oahu, Pearl City or Aiea, and UH-Manoa. Eminent domain condemnation 
should be avoided as much as possible. For example, the Kapolei hub could actually be 
built in the open space of the northwest corner of Kalaeloa and the UH-West Oahu hub 
could be on the east side of the North-South Road, across from the campus. These 
centers should cover many acres at each location and include bus feeder stations, large 
retail stores, supermarkets, restaurants and pubs, movie theaters, a newsstand, a post 
office, an efficient recycling center, and extremely large, secure, no-fee parking lots (e.g., 
for Kapolei, perhaps 20,000 parking stalls, with convenient moving walkways into the 
transit center and rail station). Some stations, such as downtown and Waikiki, have no 
need to operate as centers because of nearby retail and other amenities; however, most 
stations should have a suitable number of secure parking spaces to lure POV drivers who 
would be unlikely to use bus feeder services. No-fee parking should be limited to 
(perhaps) 15 hours, to encourage use of both the rail system and the center facilities but 
discourage abuse of offered free parking; smart card (window sticker) technology can log 
each vehicle in and out and apply charges for overtime. Digital imaging on exit also can 
discourage car thieves. Rail system expansion to the Wahiawa-Mililani area will require 
a new transit center, perhaps in the currently open area east of Wheeler Army Airfield, 
with express service into the mainline through Pearl City. 

System Scope and Technology: This is the time to think "bigger and better" on a fixed-
rail system for Oahu. Critics already are citing contractor statements that a rail system 
will not end traffic congestion on Oahu. While their arguments may be specious (i.e., 
never mentioning how much worse traffic conditions would be in some metropolitan 
areas if major transit systems did not exist), they find a ready audience in those trying to 
repeal the general excise tax (GET) increase and "de-rail" rapid transit. There even is a 
current effort underway to repeal the GET increase. Grade level creates obvious 
problems and light rail is too slow for express runs. The goal is to get drivers out of their 
cars, not give them reasons to avoid mass transit. A first class system will be elevated, on 
fixed guideways, and capable of speeds up to 120 miles per hour. Drivers and bus riders 
heading for the Kapolei transit center, taking anywhere from ten to 30 minutes to get 
there, should be guaranteed a wait of no longer than ten minutes in the station and a less 
than 20-minute express ride into downtown. Drivers in stop-and-go morning traffic on 
H-1 can be lured from their POVs after watching the monorail express glide silently by 
above them and disappear from sight in seconds. Do it right and they will ride. 

I have seen comments on not taking chances on new technology, and am aware of 
problems such as vibrations with magnetic levitation (mag-lev) monorail; however, is it 
naive to assume that such problems can be overcome in the years remaining before 
starting system development? Why not aim for a system that local residents will point to 
with pride and be eager to use? One advantage of monorails is the elimination of need 
for train operators. Organized labor will reap many benefits during construction of the 
system; operation of all aspects of the completed system must be union free and 
"immune" from strikes. I am aware of differences in cost among rail systems; costing is 
addressed in the next paragraph. 
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Innovative Costing: Regardless of the system implemented—even bus—mass transit is 
typically subsidized by taxpayers. It is doubtful that a system here, even light rail, can 
operate on "fare box" receipts as has been done in Vancouver. It also is essential to keep 
fares relatively low to attract sufficient "ridership" that equates to system success. 
Perhaps others have addressed advertising on the rail cars; my preference would be for 
Hawaiian theme designs on the exterior, with actual advertising done through digital 
readouts in car interiors. Such income will be relatively small compared to system costs. 
Retail leases should be sufficient to cover both operating and security costs of the transit 
centers and stations; not much above that can be expected. To make up the difference 
between fare receipts and operating costs, the governing rail authority should be 
authorized by the city to develop and control alternative energy sources that power the 
system and also be able to sell excess electric power to the Hawaiian Electric Company 
(HECO). Every transit center and station can be completely covered with solar panels 
feeding the system power grid. Transit centers will be large enough to also incorporate 
power generating windmills; for esthetic purposes, they can be stored into the sides and 
corners of the structure and "telescoped" up to operate between dusk and dawn. Every 
form of alternative energy should be explored for direct power to the system, back-up, 
and production for sale, to include hydrogen and nitrogen fuel cells, wave power, and 
even hydroelectric power. With state and city support—and condemnation where 
required—systems can be developed that will feed the rail system grid and storage 
system. 

Finally, the time has come for the United States to reconsider its long-time 
aversion to nuclear power. Federal, state, and city cooperation is needed to develop on 
Oahu the nation's first new nuclear power plant. Its location in, for example, Lualualei 
on the military reservation will make it the nation's best guarded system and allow for 
extremely reasonable electric costs on the Waianae Coast (as compensation for "hosting" 
the plant) along with a sharing of power to military installations and the rail system grid. 
Negotiations can then be pursued with HECO for the sale of excess power, with all 
proceeds going into operating costs for rail. The system will not compete with HECO; 
instead, it will supply electricity to the company at costs competitive with electricity 
generated from fossil fuels. 

Power and Transit Authority: An incorporated entity operating Oahu's rail and power 
supplement system must not be controlled by the Honolulu City Council. The role of 
council members should be one of review and oversight. Despite misgivings about 
another governmental bureaucratic organization, it is probably necessary to form an Oahu 
Power and Transit Authority (OPTA). Ideally, members would be elected and would be 
residents of districts served by the rail system. More practically—at least initially—
perhaps one Authority member each would be appointed by the governor, mayor, City 
Council, State Senate, and State Legislature, with only senators and representatives from 
Oahu legislative districts permitted to vote. Authority members would be paid at senior 
civil service rates and elect their own chairperson. The powers and responsibilities 
assigned to OPTA will undoubtedly be the subject of considerable debate (e.g., eminent 
domain, contracting, revenue and general obligation bonds, hiring and firing, leasing of 
retail space, etc.). 
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It is suggested that the AA process include examination of the charters of other 
transit authorities and boards in the United States and that a recommendation for OPTA' s 
make-up be included in the final document. If OPTA proves to be a successful 
enterprise, its expansion into a state entity (HAPTA?) could be considered as the 
intrastate ferry system is implemented. All state legislators could participate in the 
appointment of HAPTA members, with the mayors of Maui, Hawaii, and Kauai given the 
authority to appoint one member each and the governor allowed a second appointee (to 
maintain an odd number on the board, expanding from five to nine). Power sources from 
the neighbor islands (e.g., hydroelectric, geothermal) could be worked into the power grid 
for sale to HECO to boost revenue and fund transit projects on the other islands. 

Those of us who believe in mass (and rapid) transit as the only viable alternative 
to total gridlock on Oahu will be eagerly awaiting the recommendations from your study. 
I wish you all the best in your deliberations. Aloha. 

Frank Genadio 
92-1370 Kikaha Street 
Kapolei, HI 96707 
672-9170 
genadiof001@hawaii.rr.com  
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